Abstract-A rate-distortion theorem for arbitrary (not necessarily stationary or ergodic) discrete-time finite-alphabet sources is given. This result, which provides the expression of the minimum -achievable fixedlength coding rate subject to a fidelity criterion, extends a recent data compression theorem by Steinberg and Verdú.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of source coding with a fidelity criterion for arbitrary (not necessarily stationary or ergodic) discrete-time finite-alphabet sources. We prove a general rate-distortion theorem by establishing the expression of the minimum -achievable block coding rate subject to a fidelity criterion.
In [3, Theorem 10, part a)], Steinberg and Verdú demonstrate a data compression theorem for arbitrary sources under the restriction that the probability of excessive distortion due to the achievable data compression codes is asymptotically equal to zero (cf. [3, Definitions 30 and 31]). In this work, we provide a variant of their result by relaxing the restriction on the probability of excessive distortion (cf. (3.1)).
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a random process X X X defined by a sequence of finitedimensional distributions [2] X X X fX n = (X be the corresponding output process induced by X X X via the channel
which is an arbitrary sequence of n-dimensional conditional distributions from X n to Y n , where X and Y are the input and output alphabets, respectively. We assume that X to Y are finite. is defined as the liminf in probability of the sequence of normalized information densities
I(X X X; X X X) (respectively, I (X X X; X X X)) is referred to as the sup (respectively, inf) entropy rate of X X X and is denoted by
Definition 2.3 ([2]
, [3] ): Given a joint distribution P X Y = W Y jX P X , the conditional entropy density is defined by i Y jX (b n j a n ) = 0 log W Y jX (b n j a n ):
The conditional sup-entropy rate
Y given X X X is defined as the limsup in probability of the sequence of normalized conditional entropy densities
X is defined as the liminf in probability of
III. GENERAL DATA COMPRESSION THEOREM
Definition 3.1 (e.g., [1] ): Given a finite source alphabet X and a finite reproduction alphabet Y, a block code for data compression of blocklength n and size M is a mapping f n (1) : X n ! Y n that results in kf n k = M codewords of length n, where each codeword is a sequence of n reproducing letters. We can view the distortion measure as the cost of representing a source n-tuple X n by a reproduction n-tuple f n (X n ). ff n (X n )g 1 n=1 denote a sequence of data compression codes for X X X. The distortion Note that (3.1) is equivalent to stating that the limsup of the probability of excessive distortion (i.e., distortion larger than D) is smaller than 1 0 ".
The infimum "-achievable data compression rate at distortion D for X X X is denoted by T"(D; X X X). Step 4: Claim:
The proof of this claim is provided in the Appendix. implies that (1=n) n (x n ; f n (x n )) D + .
Step 6: Consequently, > ":
where the last step is clearly depicted in Fig. 1 . This proves the forward part.
2) Converse part: We show that for any sequence of encoders Pr (E) 0 1 > " + 1 0 1 = ":
Step 2: Let K(x n ; y n ) be the indicator function of A (") n;
K(x n ; y n ) = 1; if (x n ; y n ) 2 A (") n; 0; otherwise:
Step 3: By following a similar argument in [3, Eqs. 
I. MAIN INEQUALITY
Let P and Q be two given probability measures on a measurable space (X ; A). We consider testing of hypotheses P and Q using one observation. For an arbitrary decision rule, let and denote the two kinds of error probabilities. If both error probabilities have equal costs (or we want to minimize the maximum of them) then it is natural to investigate the minimal possible sum inff + g for the best decision rule. Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9448(98)03470-1.
